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You're a developer who knows nothing to ASP.NET MVC. Which is fine, except that you need to

start coding your next application using ASP.NET MVC 5.Don't worry: I have you covered. I've been

training hundreds of developers like you during years, and converted my experience into this book. I

know from experience teaching what takes more time to learn in ASP.NET MVC, and will spend

time only where appropriate.In fact, with this book you get my popular 2000â‚¬+ training for less

than a percent of the price, and you get it just as I normally deliver it. That's a bargain, except you

don't get me in person.Read this book, and you can code your ASP.NET MVC 5 application using

Visual Studio 2015 within a week.Mind you: this book is NOT for you if you already know how to

develop applications using ASP.NET MVC. There are plenty of reference books available. This

book is for those who want to learn ASP.NET MVC going from nothing to coding autonomy.Don't let

yourself be fooled into buying an overpriced old book edited to look like ASP.NET MVC 5. "Learn

ASP.NET MVC" has been written specifically for ASP.NET MVC 5 and is intentionnaly short so that

you can get going real fast.Sure, you could get old revamped books that try to trick you into

believing it's useful to learn the old ASPX syntax or ASP.NET Web Forms and let you decide by

yourself which to use. If you don't have time to lose though, this book assumes the most common

choices and explains them. Like using Razor instead of the legacy ASPX syntax. That's because I

want to get you up and running next week.Any question ? Email me directly at books (at) aweil.fr !
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The most important thing about the book â€“ it is reasonably compact. When I got an ASP.NET MVC

project to support, I knew nothing about this project. The book did help me in two days. It gives you

a basis to understand how to write ASP.NET MVC applications. The book has written in clear and

compact way. The author describes how to route http-requests, how to establish relations between

controllers and views, etc. I recommend the book to everyone who has to use ASP.NET MVC right

now, but doesnâ€™t have any knowledge about that technology

There's just not enough depth for each topic. Otherwise it would be a good primer for getting started

without having to slog through a 3 inch detailed reference on the subject. Another 40 pages would

have made a big difference. I think your money is better spent elsewhere.

The book was not what I was hoping for. It starts out by illustrating building a new application using

MVC scaffolding which brings in Javascript and the Bootstrap framework...another very complex

styling framework. All told, you aren't getting a simple, beginners introduction to MVC that I was

hoping for.

I write this with mixed feelings. I bought this book for several different reasons - 1. I wanted an up to

date view on the subject since technology is ever so changing. 2. I did have a good experience with

a different book from a self-author and thought I'd give it a go again. 3. The chapter outline looked

promising. 4. The author won me over on his background.Just be advised that this book is incredibly

short. I mean really short. There is not much elaboration, and this would do nicely as a series of

blog posts on the subject.

This is a simple, beginner book on learning MVC, but problem is TOO simple. Whole books has

about 137 pages but there is lot of white space on each page, so the real content has only about

3/4. Another words, this book actually has 100 pages. Only touch each topic a little, not for the

beginner to use. Although this book cost less but don't think is worth to buy. Worse, the author



prefer coding with "Razor", not "ASPX", I have to learn new language alone with reading. Not sure

why just use ASP.NET coding standard?!I like the Youtube "[...]" better. You learn more from this

video than the book.
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